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Chapter 1 : 3DR AR Drone manual
To fly the calendrierdelascience.com indoors install the hull with guard rings in order to protect the
calendrierdelascience.com in case of collision with any object. You should keep the Parrot calendrierdelascience.com in
sight at all times when operating it, in order, among others, to avoid injuries or damages to people, animals or property.

Failing to do so may cause injury. Seizure warning Some people about 1 in may have seizures or blackouts
triggered by light flashes or patterns, such as while watching TV or playing video games, even if they have
never had a seizure before; Anyone who has had a seizure, loss of awareness, or other symptom linked to an
epileptic condition should consult a doctor before playing a video game. Parents should watch when their
children play video games. Stop playing and consult a doctor if you or your child have any of the following
symptoms: To reduce the likehood of a seizure when playing video games: Sit or stand as far from the screen
as possible. Play video games on the smallest available television screen. Do not play if you are tired or need
to sleep. Play in a well-lit room indoor or area outdoor. Take an 10 to 15 minute break every hour. Repetitive
motion injuries and eyestrain Playing video games can make your muscles, joint, skin or eyes hurt after a few
hours. Follow these instructions to avoid problems such as tendinitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, skin irritation or
eyestrain; avoid excessive play. Magnets Not suitable for children under the age of This product contains
small magnets. If swallowed, the magnets may stick together in the intestines and cause serious injury.
Consult a doctor immediately if the magnets are swallowed. Use and maintenance AR. Drone is not suitable
for use by children under 14 years of age. To fly the AR. You should keep the Parrot AR. The use of the AR.
You should check whether the use of the Parrot AR. Always use your Parrot AR. When rotating, the propellers
of the Parrot AR. You should not touch the Parrot AR. You should ensure that no-one is standing nearer than 1
meter 1 yard from the Parrot AR. You must keep the Parrot AR.
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Chapter 2 : Parrot Ar Drone 2 0 Data Sheet
Using the calendrierdelascience.com with another Smartphone If you wish to use the calendrierdelascience.com with
another Smartphone than the first one connected to it, you need to make sure that the Pairing option is deactivated.

Het aantal streepjes komt overeen met de kwaliteit van de verbinding. Zie de paragraaf Instellingen voor meer
informatie. Zorg dat de op de AR. De video kan niet worden opgeslagen als de beschikbare ruimte kleiner of
gelijk aan Mb is. Op een USB-stick van Mb kan een video van ongeveer 30 seconden worden opgenomen.
Schakel in de instellingen van de toepassing AR. De teller naast het USB-logo geeft de resterende opnametijd
aan. De teller wordt rood wanneer er slechts 30 seconden opnametijd resteert. Er wordt een foutmelding
weergegeven wanneer de vrije ruimte van de op de AR. Druk alleen op de toets Emergency in geval van nood.
De motoren worden uitgeschakeld en de AR. Meestal volstaat het om de AR. Automatische piloot Als u uw
vinger van de smartphone haalt, stabiliseert de automatische piloot de AR. Als u gebeld wordt of een sms
krijgt wanneer u de AR. Als u opneemt of de sms opent, sluit de toepassing. Als u het gesprek afwijst of de
sms niet opent, kunt u de AR. Als de afstand tussen de AR. Sluit in dat geval niet de toepassing op de
smartphone, maar ga dichter bij de AR. Instellingen Start de toepassing AR. Als de optie Pairing ingeschakeld
is, kan er geen andere smartphone verbinding met uw AR. Netwerknaam Met de optie Netwerknaam AR.
Drone kunt u de naam wijzigen waaronder de AR. De netwerknaam van de AR. De naam mag niet meer dan
32 tekens bevatten. Transparantie van de interface Met de optie Transparantie van de interface kunt u de
transparantie van de bediening van de AR. Hoe lager de transparantie, hoe minder zichtbaar de bediening is.
Flip ingeschakeld Om de functie Flip van de AR. Hoogtebeperking Met de optie Hoogtebeperking kunt u de
maximale hoogte beperken die de AR. Maximale verticale snelheid Met de optie Maximale verticale snelheid
kunt u de stijg- en daalsnelheid van de AR. Verplaats de cursor naar rechts om deze snelheid te verhogen.
Maximale rotatiesnelheid Met de optie Maximale rotatiesnelheid kunt u de rotatiesnelheid van de AR. Als
deze waarde hoog is, is de kanteling van de AR. Als deze waarde laag is, is de kanteling van de AR. Deze
instelling is van invloed op de versnelling. Buitenromp Met de optie Buitenromp kunt u de romp selecteren die
op de AR. Schakel deze optie in als u de romp voor buitengebruik zonder klaverbladringen op de AR.
Buitenvlucht Met de optie Buitenvlucht kunt u het vluchttype selecteren dat u met de AR. Schakel deze optie
in als u de AR. Joypad-modus Met de optie Joypad-modus kunt u het gebruik van de versnellingsmeter van
uw smartphone voor de besturing van de AR. Als de optie Joypad-modus uitgeschakeld is en uw smartphone
bv. Als de optie Joypad-modus uitgeschakeld is, vervangt een tweedejoystick de versnellingsmetertoets. Duw
de joystick naar beneden om de AR. Duw de joystick naar rechts om de AR. Duw de joystick naar links om de
AR. Houd de toets Versnellingsmeter rechts onderaan vast en kantel de smartphone naar voren om de AR.
Houd de toets Versnellingsmeter rechts onderaan vast en kantel de smartphone naar achteren om de AR. Houd
de toets Versnellingsmeter rechts onderaan vast en kantel de smartphone naar rechts om de AR. Houd de toets
Versnellingsmeter rechts onderaan vast en kantel de smartphone naar links om de AR. De richting waarin de
AR. In deze besturingsmodus kunt u zelf als referentiepunt fungeren: Wanneer Absolute Control ingeschakeld
is, gaat u tegenover de AR. Duw de joystick naar boven om de AR. Druk op de toets Calibration kalibratie om
de magnetometer van de AR.
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Chapter 3 : manual - calendrierdelascience.com
Using the calendrierdelascience.com with several iPhones If you wish to use your calendrierdelascience.com with
another iPhone, you must erase the memory of the calendrierdelascience.com Please refer to the section on Erasing the
memory of the calendrierdelascience.com for more information.

Drone Users Manual List If you are a new pilot who has added a new drone to his set of toys. Fun to play with
as it is, remember that it is a tool. It cannot remain on your shelf; you need to fly it. There is the time a users
manual list comes in handy. If you are a novice pilot or an experienced one who has bought a new drone, you
need to know how to assemble it. The useful drone manuals on this page will show how to to fit propellers,
motors, and aerial cameras. Calibrating a transmitter and getting it to sync with your drone is frustrating. The
wrong calibration may cause your drone to veer off course. In some instances, your drone will stay grounded.
These drone instructions will show you how to configure your device. You may have had your drone for a
while but may still need instructions in its use. It is in need of updating. You could do with a drone manual
that teaches you to update its firmware. A quadcopter instruction manual will help you get your UAV in the
air, whether you wish to pilot the DJI Phantom 4 or the Parrot Bebop , you can depend on drone manuals to
help you. Our site provides first rate, precise drone instructions. The manuals here come from the
manufacturers themselves. Drone manufacturers users manual list Accessing these manuals is easy. All you
need to do is navigate to the UAV you want, click on the link, and download the drone manual. You will soon
fly your device like a trained pilot. Reading the manual takes time but is effort well spent. If you would like us
to add another user manual, do let us know in the comments section.
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Chapter 4 : calendrierdelascience.com Manual (Android calendrierdelascience.com App)
calendrierdelascience.com is not suitable for use by children under 14 years of age. To fly the
calendrierdelascience.com indoors install the hull in order to protect the calendrierdelascience.com in case of collision
with any object.

Battery Disposal Avoid using the AR. Drone around domestic animals, particularly pet dogs. Drone
incorporates an ultrasound altimeter emission frequency: Ultrasonic waves are known to disturb certain
domestic animals, most especially dogs. Drone in the company of a dog may lead to it behaving erratically or
perhaps even dangerously. Drone, the camera and the 2 hulls. Keep the provided stickers. You will need to
stick them on the indoor hull at the locations indicated with the small markings before playing the AR. Free
Flight is the core application. It allows you to pilot the AR. Drone using your AR. It is designed to help you
learn how to perform the basic flight movements climbing, descending, turning, reversing, advancing, etc.
Select the adapter corresponding to your country and place it on the transformer. It is essential that you hear
the sound that confirms a firm connection. Connect the battery to the charger. Do not insert the adaptor into
the transformer by force. Drone close to young children, domestic animals or fragile objects. Install the hull
with the guard rings in order to protect the AR. Drone if it collides with another object. Drone in the middle of
a room 4m x 4m minimum without obstacles. Step back to a distance of 1 metre behind the device the front of
the device is easy to identify because of the camera. Outdoor Usage Install the hull without the guard rings.
Drone on a flat dry surface in an area without any obstacles. Drone with several iPhones If you wish to use
your AR. Drone with another iPhone, you must erase the memory of the AR. Please refer to the section on
Erasing the memory of the AR. Drone for more information. Motor Leds The memory of the AR. Drone has
just been erased by pressing on the Unpair button. Drone, then check the colour of the system LED. Avoid
turning the AR. Drone upside down when you check the colour of the system LED. It is better to simply raise
it high enough to look underneath. Basic Settings Drone with just a single hand. Select the colour of your
enemies when you are playing the AR. Modify the name by which the AR. Drone will be known as by your
iPhone and other Wi-Fi peripherals. You must exit the application, restart the AR. Drone, and re-establish the
connection with the iPhone for the new name to be taken into account. Define the maximum tilting that the
AR. Drone will assume when moving forwards or backwards. If this value is high, the pitch of the AR. Drone
will be larger. If this value is low, the pitch of the AR. Drone will be smaller.
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Chapter 5 : Parrot AR Drone 2 Manual - calendrierdelascience.com
User guide â€¢ Read online or download PDF â€¢ Parrot AR. Drone User Manual.

Table of Contents Page: Failing to do so may cause injury. Seizure warning Some people about 1 in may have
seizures or blackouts triggered by light flashes or patterns, such as while watching TV or playing video games,
even if they have never had a seizure before; Anyone who has had a seizure, loss of awareness, or other
symptom linked to an epileptic condition should consult a doctor before playing a video game. Parents should
watch when their children play video games. Stop playing and consult a doctor if you or your child have any
of the following symptoms: To reduce the likehood of a seizure when playing video games: Sit or stand as far
from the screen as possible. Play video games on the smallest available television screen. Do not play if you
are tired or need to sleep. Play in a well-lit room indoor or area outdoor. Take an 10 to 15 minute break every
hour. Repetitive motion injuries and eyestrain Playing video games can make your muscles, joint, skin or eyes
hurt after a few hours. Follow these instructions to avoid problems such as tendinitis, carpal tunnel syndrome,
skin irritation or eyestrain; avoid excessive play. It is recommended that parents monitor their children for
appropriate play ; Page: Magnets Not suitable for children under the age of This product contains small
magnets. If swallowed, the magnets may stick together in the intestines and cause serious injury. Consult a
doctor immediately if the magnets are swallowed. Use and maintenance AR. Drone is not suitable for use by
children under 14 years of age. To fly the AR. You should keep the Parrot AR. The use of the AR. You should
check whether the use of the Parrot AR. Always use your Parrot AR. When rotating, the propellers of the
Parrot AR. You should not touch the Parrot AR. You should ensure that no-one is standing nearer than 1 meter
1 yard from the Parrot AR. You must keep the Parrot AR. You should also avoid using your Parrot AR. This
may create interferences that could reduce the performance of the Parrot AR. Warning on invasion of privacy
Recording and circulating an image of an individual may constitute an infringement of their image and privacy
for which you could be liable. Do not circulate a degrading image or one which could undermine the
reputation or dignity of an individual. Check that your use of the cameras on board the AR. The user accepts
liability for the use of a Lithium Polymer battery. As the manufacturer and the distributor cannot ensure the
battery is used correctly charging, discharging, storage, etc. In the event of battery leakage, avoid the liquid
coming into contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact with the skin, wash copiously with soap and water.
In case of contact with the eyes, rinse copiously with cold water and consult a doctor. If you notice a
suspicious smell or noise or observe smoke around the charger, disconnect it immediately. Non-compliance
with the instructions below could result in gas being given off, fire, electric shock or an explosion. Charging
The Parrot battery shall only be used together with the Parrot charger. Examine the charger regularly for
damage to the plug, enclosure or other parts. Never use a damaged charger. Never charge a swollen battery, a
leaky battery or one which has been damaged. Do not use the AR. Drone charger to charge any other battery
than the provided rechargeable battery. Do not overcharge the battery. When the battery is fully charged,
disconnect it from the charger. Do not put the device back in the charger once charging has finished. You risk
causing overheating. Do not charge the battery near inflammable materials or on an inflammable surface
carpet, wooden flooring, wooden furniture, etc. Do not leave the battery unattended during charging. Never
charge the device immediately after use while it is still hot. Let it cool down to room temperature. Do not
charge the battery while it is still connected to the AR. Batteries are only to be charged under adult
supervision. Do not cover your product or its charger while the battery is charging. Exhausted batteries are to
be removed from the item. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the item before being charged.
Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged. Usage and storage Do not use the battery if the plastic
cover has been torn or compromised in any way. Do not insert or remove the battery while the power is on. Do
not expose the battery to excessive physical shock. Never use a swollen battery or a leaky battery, or one
which is damaged or giving off a unusual odour. Keep the battery out of the reach of children. Do not expose
the battery to heat or dispose of a fire. Do not allow the battery to come into contact with any kind of liquid.
Do not leave your device out in the rain or near a source of moisture. Do not put the battery in a microwave
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oven or in a pressurised container. Do not attempt to dismantle, pierce, distort or cut the battery and do not
attempt to repair the battery. Do not place any heavy objects on the battery or charger. Avoid dropping the
battery. Do not clean the charger with a solvent, denatured alcohol or other inflammable solvents. It is
essential to avoid short circuits. Avoid direct contact with the electrolyte contained within the battery. The
electrolyte and electrolysis vapours are harmful to health. Keep your device at ambient temperature. Do not
expose your device to extreme temperatures. Do not subject your device to large temperature variations. Do
not place your product near a source of heat. Remove the battery when you are not using the device.
Disconnect the charger when you are not charging the battery. Battery disposal Discarding batteries in your
general household waste can be harmful to the environment. Damaged or unusable batteries must be disposed
of in a container specially reserved for this purpose. When disposing of the battery, follow appropriate local
guidelines and regulations. For further information contact your local solid waste authority. Ultrasonic waves
are known to disturb certain domestic animals, most especially dogs. Contents of the packaging AR. Remove
the protective adhesive covers from the AR. Detection target Keep the provided detection target. You will
need it to play AR. Battery Recharging the battery 1. Select the adapter corresponding to your country and
connect it to the charger. Connect the battery to the charger and then plug the charger into the main power
supply. The charging time for the battery is 1 hour 30 minutes. Drone and the AR. Drone batteries work with
the AR. Drone to be charged, and the AR.
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Chapter 6 : PARROT calendrierdelascience.com USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
Warning: In order to avoid inadvertent contact of the calendrierdelascience.com with any person, domestic animal or
other object, we recommend that you manually land the calendrierdelascience.com as soon as the battery charge
indicates a low level of charge. 5 - Settings Press the button to access calendrierdelascience.com settings.

Gryoscope sensors so you can control your AR. Drone by tilting the Android device Digital compass so you
can control your AR. Drone by rotating your AR. Drone Multi-touch screen some modes require more than
one finger on the screen at once hence the need for multi-touch Device with fast processor this is to keep the
app responsive and the video feed snappy Device that supports ad hoc networks ad hoc connectivity is the
easiest way to connect For more information about connecting your device to an AR. What is "Yaw", "Roll"
and "Pitch"? They are frequently referred to in this manual. If you visualise your AR. Drone sat in your
microwave oven on its rotating plate Basically turning it left or right and nothing else. Drone sat in the centre
of a see-saw, facing one of the seats on the see-saw Basically, this is tilting your AR. Drone forwards and
backwards. Now, imagine your AR. What are "ad hoc" and "infrastructure" modes? Devices in a wireless
network are set up to either communicate indirectly through a central place â€” an access point â€” or directly,
one to the other. Drone is designed to connect via an ad hoc network to the device it controls. It was not
designed to connect to an infrastructure network although it can be configured to do so. See here for details on
how to connect your Android device to your AR. Drone - but most recent Android devices can be made to
connect one way or another. See here for the basic requirements. The author of AR. Drone Pro has tested it on
their rooted Samsung Galaxy S. The author of this manual has tested it on their rooted Samsung Galaxy S2.
How do I connect my Android device to an AR. Before considering what to do, determine whether your
device supports connecting to ad hoc Wi-Fi networks. Here is a simple test: Turn on your AR. Drone and wait
for the lights to turn green. Turn on your Wi-Fi connectivity on your Android device. Place your Android
device next to your AR. Check your Wi-Fi settings for available wireless networks. If your Android device
can connect to an ad hoc network, simply instruct your Android device to connect to the ad hoc network of
your AR. Once connected, use the Connect to Drone option in AR. Pro and you should become connected to
your AR. Drone in just a few seconds. If your Android device cannot connect to an ad hoc network: You can
consider " rooting " your Android device. If you root your Android device you may then be able to hack it to
support ad-hoc networks. This can be done for lots of Android devices but rooting will probably invalidate the
warranty of your Android device. You should check xda-developers. Drone to connect to an infrastructure
network. This can be done manually every time you want to use your AR. Drone, or you can change settings
on your AR. Drone to make it look for an infrastructure network all of the time. See here for instructions on
connecting to an infrastructure network. Does my device need to be "rooted"? It is possible to connect and
control an AR. Drone on a non-rooted Android device. Drone using an ad hoc network. You can use an
unrooted Android device to control and AR. Drone communicate with infrastructure networks instead. It
describes a process that will result in you having full access to your Andorid device, i. Rooting your device
will almost certainly invalidate your warranty and potentially involves risk. You could also connect your AR.
This puts your AR. Drone and Android device on the same network. One reason you may wish to use Wi-Fi
router could be because the wirless range on your router is much greater than that on your Android device.
Drone - but, it has the benefit of not invalidating your AR. You are going to need a few tools: A telnet client
program: You can download it from here. However, feel free to use any telnet client. Most versions of
Windows have one built in. A laptop with wi-fi on it Stage 1: Preparing your Android device: On your
Android device, activate your Wi-Fi hotspot. Configure your Wi-Fi hotspot and specify a name, e. Fire up
your laptop: I guess the chances are you will find the same address that I found. Enter "cmd" and press enter.
A command prompt will open. At the command prompt, type in "ipconfig" and press enter. Look for the line
that says "Default Gateway" under the heading of your wireless network adapter. You are looking for the
default gateway of your current wireless connection - it should be something like this: Laptop, say hello to
AR. Power up your AR. Waiting for the green lights to come on. On your laptop, run your telnet program. In
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our example we are using PuTTY. Your laptop is now talking to your AR. Copy and paste the following line
into the telnet prompt. The last part of the IP address should be one number up from the IP address you noted
down earler. If you noted See how the "1" on the end is now a "2"? Press Enter on the keyboard to run the
command. Your laptop will lose connection with your AR. Drone at this point because you have just told your
AR. Drone to connect to your phone instead of your laptop! The session on your laptop might hang. Just close
it down. You are now finished with your laptop. Drone, say hello to your new best friend: Back on your
Android device, start AR. In this case we used Return to the Main Menu and select "Connect to Drone". You
should now be connected. Drone, you may find it convenient to automate the fiddly bits to speed the process
up. Drone even if you turn it off and remove the battery. By changing the software in your AR.
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Chapter 7 : PARROT AR DRONE USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
To fly the calendrierdelascience.com indoors install the hull with guard rings in order to protect the
calendrierdelascience.com in case of collision with any object. You should keep the Parrot calendrierdelascience.com in
sight at all times when operating it, in order, among.

Failing to do so may cause injury. Seizure warning Some people about 1 in may have seizures or blackouts
triggered by light flashes or patterns, such as while watching TV or playing video games, even if they have
never had a seizure before; Magnets Use and maintenance AR. Drone is not suitable for use by children under
14 years of age. To fly the AR. Battery Charging The Parrot battery shall only be used together with the Parrot
charger. Examine the charger regularly for damage to the plug, enclosure or other parts. Never use a damaged
charger. Never charge a swollen battery, a leaky battery or one which has been damaged. Do not use the AR.
Drone charger to charge any other battery than the provided rechargeable battery. Usage and storage Do not
use the battery if the plastic cover has been torn or compromised in any way. Do not insert or remove the
battery while the power is on. Do not expose the battery to excessive physical shock. Never use a swollen
battery or a leaky battery, or one which is damaged or giving off a unusual odour. Domestic Animals Avoid
using the AR. Ultrasonic waves are known to disturb certain domestic animals, most especially dogs. Contents
of the packaging Hull with guard rings Hull without guard rings AR. Remove the protective adhesive covers
from the AR. Detection target Keep the provided detection target. You will need it to play AR. Indoor Usage
Indoor usage Warning: Avoid flying the AR. Install the hull with the guard rings in order to protect the AR.
Outdoor Usage Install the hull without the guard rings. Step back to a distance of 1 metre behind the device
the front of the device is easy to identify because of the camera. Connection Using the AR. To deactivate the
Pairing option: Avoid turning the AR. It is better to simply raise it high enough to look underneath.
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Chapter 8 : Parrot AR. Drone User Manual | 39 pages
ar drone uk manual flying guide 3DR Solo 3 Axis Gimbal for Solo Drone If you are in the market for of a new quad we
have some detailed guides to help you make a decision on which is the best camera drone for you.

Failing to do so may cause injury. Seizure warning Some people about 1 in may have seizures or blackouts
triggered by light flashes or patterns, such as while watching TV or playing video games, even if they have
never had a seizure before; Anyone who has had a seizure, loss of awareness, or other symptom linked to an
epileptic condition should consult a doctor before playing a video game. Parents should watch when their
children play video games. Stop playing and consult a doctor if you or your child have any of the following
symptoms: To reduce the likehood of a seizure when playing video games: Sit or stand as far from the screen
as possible. Play video games on the smallest available television screen. Do not play if you are tired or need
to sleep. Play in a well-lit room indoor or area outdoor. Take an 10 to 15 minute break every hour. Repetitive
motion injuries and eyestrain Playing video games can make your muscles, joint, skin or eyes hurt after a few
hours. Follow these instructions to avoid problems such as tendinitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, skin irritation or
eyestrain; avoid excessive play. Magnets Not suitable for children under the age of This product contains
small magnets. If swallowed, the magnets may stick together in the intestines and cause serious injury.
Consult a doctor immediately if the magnets are swallowed. Use and maintenance AR. Drone is not suitable
for use by children under 14 years of age. To fly the AR. You should keep the Parrot AR. The use of the AR.
You should check whether the use of the Parrot AR. Always use your Parrot AR. When rotating, the propellers
of the Parrot AR. You should not touch the Parrot AR. You should ensure that no-one is standing nearer than 1
meter 1 yard from the Parrot AR. You must keep the Parrot AR. Health and safety precautions 5 The Parrot
AR. You should also avoid using your Parrot AR. This may create interferences that could reduce the
performance of the Parrot AR. Warning on invasion of privacy Recording and circulating an image of an
individual may constitute an infringement of their image and privacy for which you could be liable. Do not
circulate a degrading image or one which could undermine the reputation or dignity of an individual. Check
that your use of the cameras on board the AR. The user accepts liability for the use of a Lithium Polymer
battery. As the manufacturer and the distributor cannot ensure the battery is used correctly charging,
discharging, storage, etc. In the event of battery leakage, avoid the liquid coming into contact with skin and
eyes. In case of contact with the skin, wash copiously with soap and water. In case of contact with the eyes,
rinse copiously with cold water and consult a doctor. If you notice a suspicious smell or noise or observe
smoke around the charger, disconnect it immediately. Non-compliance with the instructions below could
result in gas being given off, fire, electric shock or an explosion. Charging The Parrot battery shall only be
used together with the Parrot charger. Examine the charger regularly for damage to the plug, enclosure or
other parts. Never use a damaged charger. Never charge a swollen battery, a leaky battery or one which has
been damaged. Do not use the AR. Drone charger to charge any other battery than the provided rechargeable
battery. Do not overcharge the battery. When the battery is fully charged, disconnect it from the charger. Do
not put the device back in the charger once charging has finished. You risk causing overheating. Do not charge
the battery near inflammable materials or on an inflammable surface carpet, wooden flooring, wooden
furniture, etc. Do not leave the battery unattended during charging. Never charge the device immediately after
use while it is still hot. Let it cool down to room temperature. Do not charge the battery while it is still
connected to the AR. Batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Do not cover your product or its
charger while the battery is charging. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the item. Rechargeable
batteries are to be removed from the item before being charged. Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be
recharged. Usage and storage Do not use the battery if the plastic cover has been torn or compromised in any
way. Do not insert or remove the battery while the power is on. Do not expose the battery to excessive
physical shock. Never use a swollen battery or a leaky battery, or one which is damaged or giving off a
unusual odour. Keep the battery out of the reach of children. Do not expose the battery to heat or dispose of a
fire. Do not allow the battery to come into contact with any kind of liquid. Do not leave your device out in the
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rain or near a source of moisture. Do not put the battery in a microwave oven or in a pressurised container. Do
not attempt to dismantle, pierce, distort or cut the battery and do not attempt to repair the battery. Do not place
any heavy objects on the battery or charger. Avoid dropping the battery. Do not clean the charger with a
solvent, denatured alcohol or other inflammable solvents. It is essential to avoid short circuits. Avoid direct
contact with the electrolyte contained within the battery. The electrolyte and electrolysis vapours are harmful
to health. Keep your device at ambient temperature. Do not expose your device to extreme temperatures. Do
not subject your device to large temperature variations. Do not place your product near a source of heat.
Remove the battery when you are not using the device. Disconnect the charger when you are not charging the
battery. Battery disposal Discarding batteries in your general household waste can be harmful to the
environment. Damaged or unusable batteries must be disposed of in a container specially reserved for this
purpose. When disposing of the battery, follow appropriate local guidelines and regulations. For further
information contact your local solid waste authority. Ultrasonic waves are known to disturb certain domestic
animals, most especially dogs. Health and safety precautions 9 Getting Started Before you begin Note:
Contents of the packaging AR. Remove the protective adhesive covers from the AR. Detection target Keep the
provided detection target. You will need it to play AR. Battery Recharging the battery 1. Select the adapter
corresponding to your country and connect it to the charger. Connect the battery to the charger and then plug
the charger into the main power supply. The charging time for the battery is 1 hour 30 minutes. Drone and the
AR. Drone batteries work with the AR. Drone to be charged, and the AR.
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Chapter 9 : Drone Users Manual List - Quadcopter Arena
1 calendrierdelascience.com VSM User Guide 1 1 calendrierdelascience.com VSM User Guide First time vehicle
connection SeeDisclaimer. Only calendrierdelascience.com version is supported. Please follow these steps to connect
an calendrierdelascience.com vehicle to the U[g]CS.

Failing to do so may cause injury. Seizure warning Some people about 1 in may have seizures or blackouts
triggered by light flashes or patterns, such as while watching TV or playing video games, even if they have
never had a seizure before; Magnets To fly the AR. You should keep the Parrot AR. Battery Charging The
Parrot battery shall only be used together with the Parrot charger. Examine the charger regularly for damage to
the plug, enclosure or other parts. Never use a damaged charger. Never charge a swollen battery, a leaky
battery or one which has been damaged. Do not use the AR. Drone charger to charge any other battery than
the provided rechargeable battery. Usage and storage Do not use the battery if the plastic cover has been torn
or compromised in any way. Do not insert or remove the battery while the power is on. Do not expose the
battery to excessive physical shock. Never use a swollen battery or a leaky battery, or one which is damaged
or giving off a unusual odour. Ultrasonic waves are known to disturb certain domestic animals, most
especially dogs. Contents of the packaging Hull with guard rings Hull without guard rings AR. Remove the
protective adhesive covers from the AR. Detection target Keep the provided detection target. You will need it
to play AR. Indoor Usage Installing the battery 1. Insert the battery into the appropriate compartment. Make
sure that it is correctly secured by using the attachment mechanism. Connect it to the AR. Checking the
battery charge of the Smartphone In order to use the AR. Outdoor Usage the camera. Tap the Training mode
button. Outdoor usage Install the hull without the guard rings. Step back to a distance of 1 metre behind the
device the front of the device is easy to identify because of the camera. This may explain any unexpected
changes in trajectory. Connection Connecting the Smartphone to the AR. Remove the hull and insert the
battery in the AR. To deactivate the Pairing option: Avoid turning the AR. It is better to simply raise it high
enough to look underneath.
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